
Soulbrand – Appendices 
By Andrew Rowe 

APPENDIX I – ATTUNEMENTS OF EAST EDRIA 
Corin’s notes on the attunements of East Edria

I’m writing this and feeling dirty for saying “East Edria” instead of  Kelridge. Jin would probably 
be ashamed of  me for it…although I suppose he understand the realities of  the current political 
climate better than I do. 

Anyway, East Edria. Edria is unique in that they control two spires, and thus, they also have ac-
cess to the attunements of  the Phoenix Spire. Keras didn’t go into a ton of  detail about all of  them, 
but I think I have a better idea of  how most of  them work now. 

• Conjurer: The East Edrian answer to the Summoner, the Conjurer, appears to create mon-
sters and people purely from their own imagination. Apparently, they can make things that 
are more convincing with “samples”, but Keras didn’t get a lot of  information on what that 
meant. I’m unclear on if  they’re capable of  creating contracts like Summoners and Soul-
blades can — maybe that would make better monsters than just the imagination-based ones? 
Also, interesting that these conjured creatures can seemingly use magic to some degree. I 
think that might have something to do with the compound mana type for Life and Umbral 
mana, which Keras calls “shade”. Also noteworthy that these conjured creatures may have 
some relationship with the shade monsters utilized by Akadi and the Sun Eater. This bears 
further research. 

o Mana Types: Life (Primary), Umbral (Secondary), Mental (Tertiary) 
• Mesmer: Jin’s attunement. Keras didn’t say much about seeing Mesmers in the tourna-

ment…but would he have? Not being noticed is sort of  the point. I suppose he did en-
counter something similar with Ravenshade, though, and his own mask has a similar feature. 
Maybe the Mesmer attunement’s functions were inspired by Keras’ mask? It’s apparently 
been around a lot longer than Keras himself  has — it’s a relic of  Rendalir, much like Ceris is. 
Hm. 

o Mana Types: Perception (Primary), Death (Secondary), Umbral (Tertiary) 
• Dancer: Yeah, I’ve got nothing on this one. Weird name and he didn’t talk about it much. 

From the mana types, I’d suspect countermeasures to compulsion and other mind-influenc-
ing magic being a core function. 

o Mana Types: Mental (Primary), Water (Secondary), Air (Tertiary) 
• Purifier: One of  the two heavy-hitting fire attunements from East Edria. This one seems to 

be focused on single-target defense-piercing light and fire spells. Given their secondary and 
tertiary functions, it’s fair to assume they have some utility for removing mental compulsion 
effects as well. 

o Mana Types: Fire (Primary), Light (Secondary), Mental (Tertiary) 



• Pyromancer: The other big fiery one, seemingly more focused on area-of-effect devastation 
rather than single target attacks. Also, they’ve got some kind of  perpetual fire thing, which is 
presumably a function of  the compound mana type for fire and death.  

o Mana Types: Fire (Primary), Death (Secondary), Umbral (Tertiary) 
• Shapeshifter: Oh, this is a super interesting one. It’s a contract-based attunement like a 

Summoner, but it lets you partially or completely transform into the contracted monster 
type. I have so many questions. Noteworthy in the context of  this story because most people 
assume that Reika is a Shapeshifter with a dragon contract, as opposed to an actual dragon. 
Honestly, I’m surprised even that much was accepted — around here, people mostly think 
dragons are fictitious or extinct. I wonder if  that’s because of  something that happened in 
between the tournament and now? Or was Reika just…really rare? Hm. 

o Mana Types: Perception (Primary), Earth (Secondary), Life (Tertiary) 
• Spellsinger: Didn’t get to see much of  this one, save for Xiaofan, and she was possessed so 

she was mostly using Akadi’s abilities. Apparently, it’s built around word-based delivery of  
effects, so maybe Haruka Saito was a Spellsinger as well? Unclear. Either way, yeah, word 
magic. 

o Mana Types: Air (Primary), Perception (Secondary), Light (Tertiary) 
• Swordmaster: A physical-heavy attunement, similar to Guardians, but with an emphasis on 

weapon enhancement. And, uh, one of  mom’s attunements, I guess. I’m still not sure what 
happened there. Anyway, within Keras’ story, Alexander Theas was the primary representa-
tive of  this attunement. He seemed to favor using his Shaper attunement — unsurprising, 
since that’s the Valian one and he probably got it first — so I didn’t get a good idea of  how 
much he could do with this, save for the fact that he was incredibly fast and agile, likely as an 
effect from compounding enhancement mana from two attunements. 

o Mana Types: Enhancement (Primary), Fire (Secondary), Stone (Tertiary)!



APPENDIX II – CHARACTERS 
Sera’s notes on the characters in the story. 

Most of  the characters Keras talked about here were present in the last segment of  his story as 
well, but there were a few notable additions as well. And he learned a fair bit more about some peo-
ple, too. 

Let’s review. 

Keras himself  is, of  course, the central protagonist. While he goes by Keras Selyrian, that’s not 
his real name. He’s a swordsman from the distant continent of  Mythralis, apparently hailing from 
somewhere near Selyr. While he does not have an attunement, he has magical powers from his 
homeland. He calls his magic “dominion sorcery” and specializes in metal, flame, and stone. He’s 
also got some kind of  weird aura of  annihilation that seems unusual even by his homeland’s stan-
dards. He’s probably somewhere in the Emerald-level range in terms of  overall power, but with a 
major focus on offensive ability and weaker defenses. 

Reika is the dragon that he encountered near the beginning of  the story, then subsequently re-
cruited to accompany him on his journey. She was the guardian of  Dawnbringer before Keras came 
to retrieve the sword, and had a strong relationship with Dawn since childhood.  

In addition to being able to transform into several forms — human, dragon, human/dragon hy-
brid, and incorporeal dragon — Reika also has the distinction of  being utterly incapable of  treating 
injuries properly. Her attempted ministrations were, perhaps, the most dangerous part of  the entire 
story.  

Early on in a previous part of  the story, she also forms a bond with Frienemy, a nightmare spirit 
from the forest where she used to live. 

Dawnbringer is one of  the Six Sacred Swords and apparently a sentient magical weapon. She 
corresponds to the element of  light and has a variety of  light-themed abilities. She’s also apparently 
kind of  a brat, but in the kind of  way that means she probably secretly likes Keras more than she’s 
willing to admit. (I know the type.) 

Dawnbringer calls Reika “Rei”, and Reika calls Dawnbringer “Dawn”. 
The Spirit of  the Forest is some sort of  ancient forest spirit. I have basically zero idea what its 

purpose is, other than possibly administrating the tests in the Whispering Woods.   
Your Enemy (also “Frienemy”) is another forest spirit, and one that seems to serve the func-

tion of  running (or at least participating in) a test of  bravery. He’s described as being a nightmare 
spirit, which is a horrifying concept that I don’t like at all. Perhaps more worryingly, it seemed more 
afraid of  Keras than he was of  it — which begs the question...what is Keras, anyway? 



Raizo is one of  the leaders of  the Tails of  Orochi and the wielder of  Cloudcutter, one of  the 
other Six Sacred Swords. He killed Reika’s father, and therefore he is her arch nemesis. 

Zenkichi was one of  the other leaders of  the Tails of  Orochi, and apparently was something of  
a rival swordsman to Raizo. He was interested in taking Dawnbringer in order to gain a competitive 
advantage (or at least even the odds) against his fellow Tail. 

Keras and Reika killed him. Like, a lot. 
Landen is apparently one of  Keras’ friends from back in his homeland. He’s a swordsman with 

an unusual two sword style, which seems like it would have been a good thing for Keras to learn, 
since he was lugging around two swords for most of  the story and only using one at a time. 

Sterling is one of  Keras’ worst enemies, which makes sense, given that Sterling is one of  the 
Children of  the Tyrant in Gold. Yeah. That’s bad. I really hope we never run into that guy. Just hear-
ing Corin’s stories about Saffron was bad enough. 

The Old Sage is some old guy that apparently sent Keras to this continent. I hope Keras has 
learned a valuable lesson about not letting strange old people teleport him anywhere. 

Lydia is one of  Keras’ friends, as well as his commanding officer in the Paladins of... T-some-
thing? I didn’t catch the name. Anyway, she’s apparently a powerful sorceress, and an apprentice of  
Blake Hartigan — the legendary ancestor of  the Hartigan family. 

Velas is Keras’ rival, and a spear-wielder. She wields a magical artifact called the Heartlance, and 
she apparently has movement-focused magic, similar to what Corin can do with his ring. 

Jelani is a merchant that Keras first encountered during his preliminary exam. 
Grandmother Iron is a martial arts teacher and former tournament finalist. 
Walter Crown is an assistant teacher for Grandmother Iron’s school and a Citrine-level attuned 

with two attunements — Forgemaster and Soulblade. 
Lia Shay is one of  Grandmother Iron’s students. She has no attunement, but specializes in 

gathering information through mundane means. 
Ari is one of  Grandmother Iron’s students. He’s a bit of  a hothead and has the Juggernaut at-

tunement. 
Wu Meilin is one of  Grandmother Iron’s students. She’s calm and decisive, with several weapon 

skills and the Assassin attunement. 
Fai is one of  Grandmother Iron’s students. He has an Acolyte attunement, an attunement from 

Dalenos built for healing. Like all of  Grandmother Iron’s students, he’s a talented martial artist. 
Oscar is an old friend of  Walter’s. He has the Juggernaut attunement. 
Shun is an antisocial man with a penchant for the color green. May actually be the Green 

Guardian, and/or possibly a serpent. 
Wu Xiaofan is a veteran adventurer who found an enchanted scythe in the Unclaimed Lands. 

Her personality was said to be different after her expedition. She’s also Wu Meilin’s sister. 
The Green Guardian is a legendary “hero of  justice” who wears glowing green armor and 

helps save people from dangerous threats. He fights in the tournament using impressive powers, 
most of  which seem related to crystal and stone. He seems to know Dawnbringer somehow, and 
tells her not to trust Keras. Perhaps he’s one of  her former wielders, somehow still alive after many 
years? 

Hannah Meiyer is a member of  the Edrian Royal Guard and one of  the top-ranking tourna-
ment contestants. Her nickname is The Royal Executioner, a reference to her Emerald-level Execu-
tioner attunement. 



Akadi is one of  the harbingers of  the Sun Eater, the world-eating deity that destroyed the entire 
planet of  Rendalir. Apparently, he has multiple bodies, as well as some kind of  possession abilities. 

Ishyeal Dawnsglow is the wielder of  Soulbrand, the Sacred Sword of  Fire. He has some kind 
of  vendetta against Akadi, which seems pretty reasonable, given that Akadi works for a planet-de-
stroying monstrosity. 

The Phantom Thief  Ravenshade is a legendary thief, and apparently, also the wielder of  Twi-
light’s Edge, the Sacred Sword of  Shadow. 

Edria Fang is the emperor of  Edria at the time of  the tournament. He was the wielder of  
Diamantine before the tournament started, but passed it off  to Edria Song, his granddaughter, dur-
ing the opening ceremonies. 

Edria Song is the Crown Princess of  Edria, wielder of  Diamantine after the tournament starts, 
and set to be the final opponent in the tournament. She has been blessed since childhood with six 
(!!!) attunements. 

Kamaria Clarent was a Forgemaster who fought against Edria Song in the opening ceremonies. 
Mikasa Kotestsu was an East Edrian Conjurer who fought against Edria Song in the opening 

ceremonies. 
Zhang Yun was an Edrian with the Shieldbreaker attunement who fought against Edria Song in 

the opening ceremonies. He also had a crystal mark from one of  the crystals in the Unclaimed 
Lands, but I’m not clear on if  he actually used it during the fight. 

Oskar Klein was an Emerald-level Edrian Legionnaire and lower level Sentinel who fought 
against Edria Song in the opening ceremonies. 

Alexander Theas was a Valian Shaper and Swordmaster who fought against Edria Song in the 
opening ceremonies. I think he’s Elora and Sheridan’s cousin? Not sure. Need to ask about him 
sometime. Sounds cute, and possibly eligible. 

Thomas is an attendant at the Lost Halls training facility. 
Jonas is a Biomancer who worked for the Lost Halls training facility. 
Li Qiyang was a Seer (or another kind of  information gathering attuned) who worked for the 

Lost Halls training facility. 
Wang Xue is a Conjurer who worked for the Lost Halls training facility. 
Takeshi Kurita is a high-level Swordmaster and Champion from the Dalenos Six. 
Haruka Saito is a member of  the Dalenos Six with some kind of  command-based powers and 

light magic. My best guess is that she had the Hierophant attunement, one of  the restricted ones. 
Suzuki is a Conjurer from the Dalenos Six. Probably also an Elementalist, unless he was just 

using Shade magic to throw fake lightning? Not sure. 
Satoshi Muramasa is probably the most dangerous person in the tournament as a whole. He 

had a strange greatsword similar to the Dominion Breaker, likely with some kind of  connection to it. 
He primarily used enhancement mana at an extremely high level, reinforcing objects, cutting through 
things with his aura, and moving so quickly that virtually no one could even perceive him. 

I suppose I should also write down everyone that’s been listening to the story, just to help us 
keep track for later. 

Corin Cadence is my brother, and much to his dismay, an Enchanter. He’s set to inherit House 
Cadence, at least for now. 

Patrick Wayland is Corin’s retainer (after a decision he never asked me about). He’s about as 
kind-hearted as anyone can get, and loves stories about magic weapons and monsters. He’d probably 
love Reika. 



Marissa Callahan is the best fighter of  our little group of  students, possessing a Guardian at-
tunement with a vastly higher amount of  mana than she should have at her age. We generally call by 
the nickname “Mara”. 

Vanniv is one of  my summoned monsters, and a karvensi, which is basically like a gargoyle but 
better. We had him summoned briefly during the train robbery, but I didn’t keep him out for the 
whole story.  

Researcher is another of  my summoned monsters. She’s a knowledge elemental, and loves 
learning things. Sadly, she’s not actually getting to hear the story right now, but I might share some 
of  it with her later. 

Then, of  course, there’s me — Sera Cadence, formerly known as Sera Shard, potential heir of  
House Cadence, and Summoner...or, rather, former Summoner. That’s kind of  a long story, and one 
I’ll have to write about another time. 
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